


Wolf ItalIan Serenade
recorded in 18/11/1932; first issued on HMV DA 1304 (matrices CD 1288/9)

GrieG StrIng Quartet In g mInor (op.27)
recorded in 5/2/1937; first issued on HMV DB 3135/8 (matrices 2EA 4586/93)

I un poco andante - allegro molto ed agItato

II romanze: andantIno - allegro agItato 

III Intermezzo: allegro molto marcato — pIù vIvo e Scherzando

IV FInale: lento - preSto al Saltarello

SibeliuS StrIng Quartet In d mInor (op.56) “voceS IntImae”
recorded on 8/8/1933; first issued on HMV DB 2317/20 (matrices 2D 1640/7)

I andante - allegro molto moderato

II vIvace

III adagIo dI molto

IV allegretto (ma peSante)

v allegro
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the BudapeSt StrIng Quartet

trackS 1, 6 - 10:

JoSeF roISman (vIolIn I)

alexander SchneIder (vIolIn II)

IStván IpolyI (vIola)

mIScha SchneIder (cello)

trackS 2 - 5:

JoSeF roISman (vIolIn I)

alexander SchneIder (vIolIn II)

BorIS kroyt (vIola)

mIScha SchneIder (cello)



W hen I was asked a few years ago to list the 25 best string quartet 
recordings, the Grieg was an automatic choice to represent the 
Budapest Quartet. The name of  this group requires explanation: 

it originally consisted of  three Hungarians and a Dutchman but was infiltrated 
by Russians until, by the time the Grieg was recorded, it was a Russian group. 
Its members happily continued to play for expatriate Hungarian charities; but 
the only Hungarian they knew was the phrase for “Turn the page”, which was 
written in the scores they inherited, plus a few expletives learnt in rehearsal with 
their Magyar predecessors.

The original Budapest Quartet was one of  two groups (the other being the 
Léner Quartet) to emerge from the orchestra of  the Budapest Opera during World 
War I. The Dutch cellist Harry Son, who had initially come from Rotterdam 
to the Hungarian capital to study with David Popper, founded it in 1916 with 
three local men. The leader was Emil Hauser, who had studied with Jenö Hubay 
at the Budapest Academy, had attended Otakar Ševčík’s summer courses and 
had played second fiddle in quartets to two Adolfs, Rebner in Frankfurt and 
Busch in Vienna; the second violinist was Alfred Indig, also a Hubay disciple; 
and the violist was István Ipolyi, born in 1886 at Újvidék, who had studied 
with Hubay in Budapest and Henri Marteau in Berlin. To ensure democratic 
artistic decisions, a voting system was established whereby each player had the 
casting vote on certain works. By 1917 the Budapest Quartet was giving recitals 
in provincial Hungarian towns — its first known concert was in December that 
year at Kolozsvár and its début in the city after which it was named came early 



in 1918, at the Uránia Theatre. In 1920 Indig was replaced in the second violin 
chair by Imre Pogány, yet another Hubay alumnus; and in 1925 the ensemble 
made its London début, winning golden opinions for its Bartók, Smetana and 
Beethoven. Fred Gaisberg of  HMV immediately signed the foursome up for his 
new catalogue of  electric recordings, as a counterblast to the Léner Quartet on 
the rival Columbia label. He was not convinced, however, that chamber music 
would sell, so placed them on the relatively inexpensive black label. In due course 
they would be mainstays of  the prestige red label.

In 1926 came the first Russian infiltrator - Josef  Davidovich Roisman 
from Odessa, pupil of  Pyotr Stolyarsky and Alexander Fiedemann, took over 
as second violin from Pogány (who went on to lead the second violins in the 
New York Philharmonic and play in the Philharmonic Quartet). In 1930 Harry 
Son called it a day at the age of  50, emigrating to Palestine (though he later 
returned to Rotterdam and became a victim of  the Holocaust) and ceding 
his place to Vilna-born Mischa Schneider, who had studied with the Klengel 
pupil Efrem Kinkulkin and then with Klengel himself. In 1931 the ensemble 
made an auspicious American début; but all was not well within its ranks. The 
two Russians despised the Hubay-derived techniques of  the two Hungarians, 
particularly their use of  the point of  the bow in staccato passages - which had 
been a Budapest Quartet speciality. Bitter quarrels ensued on how certain pieces 
should be played; and the Russians did not take kindly to the democratic basis 
on which the quartet had been set up. The fact that the Hungarian technique 
was just as valid as their Russian method, in its different way, does not seem to 



have occurred to them. In 1932 the 39-year-old Emil Hauser opted to go solo, 
selling his Guarnerius to Roisman, who took over as leader. His departure from 
the quartet let in Alexander “Sasha” Schneider, younger brother of  Mischa and 
a pupil of  Ilya Malkin and Adolf  Rebner, as second violinist.

The last founder, Ipolyi, now found his position untenable. He was a superb 
player, as these recordings of  Sibelius’s “Voces Intimae” and Wolfs “Italian 
Serenade “attest. Yet, in spite of  delivering a consistently excellent standard of  
performance, Ipolyi found himself  constantly under fire and outnumbered three 
to one. One can imagine the bumptious Sasha Schneider, who was never lost 
for a word or two, had plenty to say in rehearsal. Ipolyi hung on for a few more 
years but by 1936 was having an extended nervous breakdown. The Russians 
then ejected him, bringing in their Odessa-born compatriot Boris Kroyt (who 
had studied with Alexander Fiedemann and had been a member of  the shortlived 
Guarneri Quartet).

After Ipolyi’s departure the Budapest Quartet went from strength to strength, 
extending its career by a further 31 years, though it loosened its European roots 
from 1939, basing itself  in the United States as resident ensemble at the Library 
of  Congress (a post which brought with it the use of  a quartet of  Strads, albeit 
only on Library premises). Hindsight tells us that though it entered on a golden 
phase after 1936, with complete homogeneity of  sound and technique, it was 
hardly better than the mid-1920s group which had been equally homogeneous. 
But the Russian style has won the war of  the strings worldwide, and history is 
written by the victors. That it was a magnificent group, is borne out by the Grieg 



performance on this CD, glowing with a romantic warmth which only one other 
ensemble, the legendary Komitas Quartet of  Armenia, has approached. Not 
until the emergence of  the Smetana Quartet and the Quartetto Italiano in the 
1950s would string quartet playing of  such tonal quality, internal balance and 
homogeneity be heard again.

Roisman was an excellent leader and the two players of  the lower instru-
ments were solid performers with fine tones, but the single factor which raised the 
Russian Budapesters above most of  their peers was the committed musicianship 
of  Sasha Schneider. There could be no better illustration of  the second violin’s 
vital importance in a string quartet. He was a good enough player to lead his own 
group (as he did at several stages of  his career, notably in a celebrated series of  
Haydn recordings), and he brought a vibrancy to the higher of  the inner parts 
that galvanised Kroyt and brought the whole texture alive.
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